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Sharp claws for tearing meat 
Two rows of razor sharp teeth 

for biting prey 

orange, black and white stripes 

for camouflage 
Large ears to hear prey 

A strong tail to move fast 

through water 

A pointed shape to cut through 

water 

Lots of legs for balance 
A light body to balance on light 

things 

Strong paws to hold prey A horn to use as a weapon 

Thick skin to protect the body  
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Sharp talons to catch and tear 

prey 

Slippery skin to cut through 

water 

Gills to breathe in water White fur to hide in snow 

Black and white stripes for 

camouflage 
A sharp beak to tear prey 

Small sharp teeth to catch small 

woodland prey 
Wide claws for digging 
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(Harder version) 

Sharp claws for _______________ 
Two rows of razor sharp teeth for 

_____________ 

orange, black and white stripes for 

camouflage for 

___________________ 

Large ears to ____________________ 

A strong tail to _____________ 

through water 

A pointed shape to 

_________________ water 

Lots of legs for 

______________________ 

A light body to 

__________________on light things 

Strong paws to 

______________________ 

A horn to use as a 

_______________________ 
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Thick skin to protect 

________________________ 

Poor eyesight but a good sense of 

smell to  ________________ 

underground food 

Sharp talons to 

_____________________ 

Slippery skin to _______________ 

water 

Gills to ______________ in water White fur to __________________ 

Black and white stripes for 

__________________ 

A sharp beak to 

_________________________ 

Small sharp teeth to catch 

_______________________ 

Wide claws for 

_________________________ 

 


